
The Dungeons & Dragons Starter Set is your gateway to action-packed stories of the 
imagination. This box contains the essential rules of the game plus everything you 
need to play heroic characters on perilous adventures in worlds of fantasy.  
includes a 64-page adventure book, a 32-page rulebook for playing characters level 
1 5, 5 pregenerated characters, each with a character sheet and supporting refer-
ence material, and 6 dice."  

KIT # 1     

KIT # 2   Clifford Bubble Science  

all about BUBBLE SCIENCE! the colorful 20-page manual, guides young scien-
tists through exciting experiments Included: colorful lab tray, measuring cup, 
and funnel to perform experiments!  

Dungeons & Dragons Starter Set: Fantasy 
Roleplaying Game Starter Set ( D&d Boxed 
Game )  



 

KIT # 3   

KIT # 4     

Spiral Draw  

lets you create one zillion dizzying designs. The book includes cool trans-
lucent drawing wheels that make it easy to create loads of spiral designs 
right on the pages of the book. packed with tons of drawing ideas, plus 
inspired instructions for swirly projects like spiral scratch art, spiral sta-
tionery, spiral soak art and more. 

Bake & Decorate Cupcake Set  

Be sure your little baker uses the oven mitt to remove these 4 delectable-looking 
wooden cupcakes from their cupcake baking tray. This special set has 3 dry-erase 
markers shaped like icing tubes to decorate the smooth, removable, wipe-off cup-
cake tops. With colorful baking cupcake sleeves and decorative wooden candles, 
these low-cal cupcakes will be the hit of birthday and tea parties!  



 

KIT # 5  

KIT # 6   

As volunteers for a medical research study, you report to a lab as in-
structed. But no one is there except for you! Vapor rises from a test 
tube and you start feeling dizzy. When you wake up again, the door is 
locked, and you discover a notebook and a strange disk ... 

 

The excursion to the Valley of the Kings is the highlight of your va-
cation to Egypt. As you crawl through the narrow passageways, 
you lose the rest of your tour group. You enter a mysterious burial 
chamber. A massive stone door closes behind you. On the floor lie 
a dusty notebook and an ancient disk ... 

Exit: The Secret Lab   

Exit: The Pharaoh's Tomb  



 

KIT # 7  

KIT # 8   

Watch this motorized bug scurry across the floor like a futuristic 
beetle. Put on the rubber traction pads and take the action out-
doors. Robo-Bug can crawl over sand and rocks, pull objects, and 
even climb up hills. Ready to set him loose?  

Robobug  

Draw the DC Universe [With Pens/

 

A dream come true for every Marvel comic aficionado. heroes (Superman, 
Batman, and Green Lantern) and villains (the Penguin, the Riddler, the Joker). 
This book is a complete how-to-draw package, jammed with expert tips and 
techniques, tons of practice space, , The draw-right-in-it book comes with a 
sketching pencil, artist pencils in six colors, a big block eraser.  

 



KIT # 9    

KIT # 10   

This mini book library set includes four chunky little board books in 
each box. With simple vocabulary and bold graphics in Petit Col-
lage signature styles, these books can be read over and over.  

Tell Tale Card Game: Take a Journey Into 
Storyland  

Using cards with a variety of images ranging from the charming to 
the ordinary, encompassing a range of situations, players impro-
vise stories. Take a journey into storyland Whether engaged in a 
friendly contest or creating a story together, you will love the way 
tell Tale gives your imagination a chance to shine. 7 great family 
games and thousands of short stories to tell are included in this tin  

 
Friendly Farm Mini Library 



 

KIT # 11   

KIT # 12   

Transform wonderful wool into adorable animals in Felted Friends. 
Follow the simple step-by-step instructions and use the tools pro-
vided to create perfect pets to play with. There are six different ani-
mals to make, including a cat, a rabbit and a hedgehog, meaning 
every child can find their favorite!  

Felted Friends: Create Your Own Soft, 
Fuzzy Animals [With Felt, Felting Tool]  

We designed our sturdy memory game pieces with little hands in 
mind. Playful illustrations and the preschool-perfect task of finding 
matches: let the games begin!  

Ice Pops Memory Game  



 

KIT # 13  

KIT # 14   

 

Hello Kitty is ready for irresistible fun! Children can dress her up with 
adorable magnetic accessories, then decorate with the included stick-
ers. Full color.  

Hello Kitty: Dress Me Up: A Magnetic Kit 
[With Sticker(s) and Magnet(s) and Paper-
back Book]  

The award-winning word game that needs no pencil, pa-
per or board. Fast and Fun! Great for Travel! Players race 
against each other to build crossword grids!  

Bananagrams Game 



KIT # 16  

KIT # 15 

 

Ignite your child's love of language and wordplay - qualities crucial 
for success in a lifetime of reading, writing and general learning - 
with Magnetic Poetry's award-winning Kids' Kit. Developed with the 
help of kids, parents and teachers, the Kids' Kit mixes simple 
words like get, tree and up with more advanced words to grow into 
like imagine, dinosaur and castle. Includes 320 magnetic word 
tiles. For ages 5 and up. Individual word tiles are .375" tall.  

Magnetic Poetry Kids' Kit  

Create your own adorable adornments with CLAY CHARMS. This 
book shows how to customize your own bracelet with more than 30 
different clay charm designs. Budding jewelers can learn how to 
make customized charms, bake them in an ordinary oven, Comes 
with Clay Shaping Tool, Glaze, Charm Loops, Jump Rings and 
Charm Bracelet and 9 Bright Colors  

Make Clay Charms  



KIT # 18  

KIT # 17  

 

Parties will turn regal with Princesses Color-In Crowns from Mud-
puppy. Each themed set includes 8 die-cut paper crowns - 4 each 
of 2 different designs. Each crown has colored pattern outlines, col-
ored foil highlights, and comes with pre-punched holes to attach 
the included colored fabric ribbon ties.  Hats measure approximate-
ly 15-1/4 x 5" and are packaged with 8 pre-cut pieces of ribbon all 
on a colorful backing in a re-sealable plastic sleeve. 

Princesses Color in Crowns  

The Book of Magical Horses:  

"The Marvelous Book of Magical Horses" comes with six gorgeous 
paper ponies and two paper-doll fairies. Plus, of course, everything 
kids need to dress them up: a dozen fabulous wings and more than 
250 punch-out saddles, manes, tails, bows, crowns, and other 
horse and fairy fashions.  



KIT # 20  

KIT # 19  

Brilliant Brush Markers  

Fashionistas of all ages are supplied with the techniques, tips and 
tools to create 25 tween approved nail designs that range from 
elaborate to quirky. With fully illustrated instructions and evrything 
they need included, girls are guided every step of the way to creat-
ing beautiful nails.  Simple Steps to Painting 25 Stunning Designs 
[With 6 Bottles of Nail Polish, Custom Design Tool and 250 Stick-
On Stencils]  

Nail Style Studio  

Set of 12 soft tipped brush markers; 12 different colors, 
reusable case.  



KIT # 22 

KIT # 21 

 Micro-pigmented inks create fine, consistent, fluid lines in seven 
bold hues. Perfect for drawing, writing, illustration, Zentangle art, 
crafting archiving, technical work, and more!  
Seven pens: black, red, blue, green, purple, brown, and yellow.  
Precise .05 (.44mm) tips.  

 Archival-quality pigment-based ink. Waterproof 
 Fade-proof.  No bleed-through. 

Colored Pencil Set  

This box of 24 colored pencils from Galison is the perfect 
coloring book companion. These artist-quality pencils are 
pre-sharpened and come in a sturdy box that converts into 
a two-tiered pencil stand for easy access and organization. 
This set is suitable for all levels of expertise. 
24 colored pencils 
Package: 3.75" x 7" x 1"  

Studio Series Colored Micro-Line Pen Set  



KIT # 24 

KIT # 23  

 

Paper Flying Dragons includes 12 fearsome, stunning paper drag-
ons to fold and fly and illustrated, step-by-step instructions. This 
dragon book is full of expert tips and little known facts about drag-
ons and their history, and even a steampunk Robo-Dragon you can 
customize.  
Comes with: 48 page book, 10 sheets of custom designed punch-
out dragon parts, 6 sheets of foldable hatchlings, robo-dragon body 
and spines, tape.  

Paper Flying Dragons  

29 stickers including many that glow in the dark, 20 tattoos and 

stencils, 2 complete coloring books plus 4 stained glass coloring 

sheets, plus pirate eye patch and bandanna.  

Pirate Adventure Fun Kit Stickers, Coloring 



KIT # 26 

KIT # 25 

Turn plain yarn into perfectly precious pups with Pom-Pom Pup-
pies. Using the amazing custom tool, young crafters can and snip 
their way to perfect pom-poms. Follow the simple number code 
instructions to then make the pom-poms into shaggy-pups worthy 
of Best in Show. Discover how to create 10 breeds of dog includ-
ing a beagle, poodle and pug.  

Pom Pom Puppies  

Make Your Own Adorable Dogs [With Felt, Yarn, Bead Eyes, Styl-
ing Comb, Mini Pom-Poms and Glue]  

 

Space Exploration Fun Kit  

Over 50 stickers including shiny and glow-in-the-dark, 2 coloring 
books plus 4 coloring sheets on translucent paper, 3 cut-and-fold 
paper spaceships, stencils, crayons, and 9 big glow-in-the-dark 
planet stickers.  



KIT # 28 

KIT # 27  

Includes 36 sheets of custom-designed paper, tape, and 6 folda-
ble display stands.  

Star Wars Folded Flyers: Make 30 Paper Starfighters  

 

Twirled Paper 

With a strip of brightly-colored paper, our only-from-Klutz twirling 
wand, and a dot or two of glue, kids can create quirky, curly art. 
Based on the classic paper craft of quilling, Twirled Paper pro-
vides supplies, techniques, and inspiration for making dozens of 
paper projects, from paper animals, aliens, and bugs to flowers 
and letters. All it takes to make amazing paper art is this activity 
book, a few twirls, and a little imagination.   Comes with: 56 page 
book, 110 colored paper strips, twirling wand, googly eyes in 3 
sizes, glue, toothpicks, pin board  



KIT # 30 

KIT # 29 

 

Star Wars Lightsaber Thumb Wrestling  

This Star Wars game in a book provides hours of fun for thumb-
wrestling masters or their apprentices. Opponents Velcro on the 
lightsabers included (one blue, one red); open the book to one of 
seven durable "game board" pages depicting classic Star Wars 
battles; stick their thumbs through the holes; and use the Force 
(of thumb and imagination) to wrestle to victory!  

TRIVIAL PURSUIT: The Big Bang Theory Test your trivia on the 
quirkiest physicists around! In this custom edition of The Big Bang 
Theory Trivial Pursuit players answer questions based on seasons 
1-7 of the hit TV comedy. This handy game contains 600 ques-
tions, requires no board and can be carried around in its bite-sized 
wedge case. Ages 8+ Players 2+ Game Includes 100 Question/
Answer Cards with 600 Questions, 1 Die, Instructions  

Trivial Pursuit: The Big Bang Theory  



KIT # 32 

KIT # 31 

A guide to the LEGO's Minifigures world showcases a diverse cast 
of characters inspired by history, mythology, sports, and pop cul-
ture, from the Musketeers to the Minotaur, in a reference that in-
vites readers to complete their collections.  

Lego Minifigures: Character Encyclopedia  

 Meet the most sought-after LEGO minifigures of all time, I love that 
minifigure brings together 200 of the coolest, rarest and most col-
lectable minifigures. Your indispensable guide to the LEGO world's 
unique characters. Whether you want to check your collection or 
read-up on all your favourite LEGO minifigures, covers more than 
35 years of LEGO history, and comes with its own new and exclu-
sive LEGO minifigure for your collection. Find out the key features 
of each minifigure, their original availability and rarity rating perfect 
for any budding LEGO minifigure collectors.  

Lego: I Love That Minifigure (Library 
Edition) 



KIT # 34 

KIT # 33 

This printing has been updated and expanded with 48 brand-new 
pages of LEGO Ninjago minifigures and sets. Read each charac-
ter's ninja file to learn what makes each one special and unique, 
and find out which weapon each ninja uses.  

 

Calling all Knights in Training! Prepare to enter the futuristic king-
dom of Knighton. Join the heroic knights--Clay, Macy, Lance, Aa-
ron, and Axl--as they battle armies of fiery monsters. See NEXO 
Powers in action and discover awesome vehicles and weapons. 

Lego Nexo Knights: The Book of Knights 
( Lego Nexo Knights )  

Lego Ninjago Character Encyclopedia 
(Updated)  



KIT # 36 

KIT # 35 

This hardcover is wholly focused on our petite green friend,  

The Yoda Chronicles features themed spreads based on the leg-
endary Yoda's adventures, from his leadership of the Jedi council 
and his duels with Count Dooku and Darth Sidious, to his support 
of the Wookiees in the Clone Wars and his training of Luke on Da-
gobah. Specially commissioned photography shows minifigures 
and vehicles in action, with tons of storylines and facts that kids will 
love. 

The Yoda Chronicles [With Minifigure]  

Lego Crazy Action Contraptions  

Crazy Action Contraptions is a brand-new book of brand-new, high-
performance projects. From the Supercharged Speedster to the 
Squeezeclaw Grabber to the Wall Rocket Racer -- all these con-
traptions spin, stretch, speed, or spring into action. And all of them 
are totally buildable thanks to super-clear instructions and step-by-
step diagrams. Comes with: 105 LEGO(R) bricks  



KIT # 37 

In The LEGO Neighborhood Book, you'll create buildings with real-
world details like cornices and facades, and try your hand at interi-
or design by filling your buildings with furniture and light fixtures. 
Then add the finishing touches to your models with plants, traffic 
lights, scaffolding, and park benches. Snap together a few houses, 
shops, and apartment buildings to create your own neighborhood! 
Inside you'll find: 
 Complete, step-by-step instructions for four multistory buildings 
 Dozens of inspiring ideas to use in your own models 
 Mini builds for a recliner, old-time lamp post, traffic light, and 
more 
 A gallery of the authors' designs 
For ages 10+ 

A fan's reference to LEGO friends sets and mini-dolls profiles such 
favorites as Mia, Stephanie, and Andrea, revealing their likes and 
dislikes, cool outfits, pets, hobbies, vehicles, activities, and secrets  

KIT # 38 Lego Friends Character Encyclopedia  

The Lego Neighborhood Book: 
Build Your Own Town!   



 

  

Profiles the heroes and villains of the LEGO movie and explores 
the film's settings through location spreads.  

Presents the LEGO action figures based on the DC universe, de-
scribing each figure and vehicle, their variations, when they were 
made, and the playsets in which they appear.  

KIT # 39 

KIT # 40 

The Lego Batman Movie: 
The Essential Guide  

Lego DC Comics Super Heroes 
Character Encyclopedia (Library 
Edition)  


